
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Itinerary 
 
 

Sunday 19th July   Oban to Loch Buie 

 

Monday 20th July   Lochbuie – Carsaig – Ross of Mull 

 

Tuesday 21st July   Ross of Mull - Erraid              

                  

Wednesday 22nd July   Erraid – Iona – Bull Hole 

 

Thursday 23rd July   Round Iona and outliers  

 

Friday 24th July   Bull Hole - Staffa – Bull Hole       

          

Saturday 25th July                                   Bull Hole – McCullochs Tree – Inch Kenneth – Ulva 

 
 
Sunday 26th July   Ulva – McQuarries rock – Ulva 
 
 
Monday 27th July   Ulva – Treshnish – Callaich Point – Tobermory 
 
 
 
Tuesday 28th July   Tobermory – Loch na Droma Buide – Loch Sunart – Carna 
 
 
 
Wednesday 29th July   Carna – Sound of Mull – Loch Aline – Morvern 
 
 
 
Tuesday 30th July   Morvern – Lismore – Eilean na Cloiche – Oban 
 
 
 
Appendices:    Equipment notes 
     Charts, guides and sailing directions 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 



ROUND AND ROUND ABOUT MULL. 

The log of a cruise in Wayfarers Zwalke and Petra in July 1987 

 
This is an account of the cruise round Mull of two Wayfarers from the Clyde Canoe Club in 
12 days in July I987.They were crewed by two middle aged couples and if there is a moral to 
be drawn it is that boats and crews reared on a diet of regular Club racing are well able to 
adapt to the needs of cruising, given reasonable weather and time. We covered some 220 
miles (excluding tacks) in a variety of winds from Force 0 to Force 6 with virtually no gear 
failures, very little discomfort and every night spent on dry land. We needed no extra 
expensive equipment and very little expertise which years of hill walking, canoeing and 
latterly sailing had not already given us; and what is more, it was great fun. 
 
Sunday 19th July 1987. 
 
We had decided to launch from the Galanach Slip (GR 832278) just south of Oban on the 
Sound of Kerrera because we could leave our cars and trailers there relatively cheap about £1 
per night compared with £6 per night quoted by Dunstaffnage marina. Despite camping at the 
nearby Gallanachmore campsite it was not until about mid day that we had completed the 
stowage of gear and were ready to sail. Then the question was - clockwise or anti-clockwise 
round Mull? The wind was still in the North West after a couple of days of force 6 to 7 so we 
opted for the clockwise route- so that we would have relatively less exposed seas and no 
beating for the first few days whilst we were finding our feet and sea legs. This proved a 
critical and very successful decision. 
 
The forecast was for force 4 to 5 gusting to 6 and 7 and looking south from the sheltered 
waters of Kerrera sound it looked as if it might be living up to that in the open waters. We set 
off at 12 noon and decided to start un-reefed. As we neared the south point of Kerrera feeling 
well under control, but gingerly trying the boat to see if two weeks gear had affected its 
handling we met a Sadler 25 reefed and motoring North. Suddenly we realised that it was 
flying Clyde Canoe Club burgee from the crosstrees and that the Club Secretary and his wife 
were waving to us. What a co incidence. We hove to and exchanged greetings, they telling us 
that it was a good five in the Firth of Lorne where we were bound for. So we decided, not for 
the last time on the trip that there were no prizes for being brave, and took in a few rolls in the 
main before 'Launching ourselves westward across the exposed crossing towards Mull where 
we were likely to fare short sharp seas and wind against tide. This proved sensible- we were 
soon in brisk planing conditions as we headed across the end of Kerrera, hardly having time 
to notice Gylen castle before we became pre occupied with the problems of staying on course 
and upright. 
 
We had discussed possible campsites with canoeing friends one of whom had 
circumnavigated Mull no less than three times. In the light of his advice we had thought we 
might land for lunch at the sandy beach of Port Donain just north of the entrance to Loch 
Spelve (GR 739289) but the wind and sea were such that we decided to take the line of lesser 
resistance and turn on a broad reach to make the Mull coast further south. We had a glorious 
plane (without spinnakers) for the next two hours, during which we covered some 16 miles in 
blazing sunshine and with marvellous views south. to the Garvellachs and Jura beyond. Very 
few other boats around - and what there were either heavily reefed or motoring. We passed 
inside the curiously named Frank Lockwood's island and headed for Loch Buie as the wind 



faded away. A long beat up the loch looking for campsites took us to the head just before 4 
30. Here we saw a wide flat beach fringed by grass which seemed ideal- for camping and we 
decided to land. As we were carrying gear up the beach we crossed tacks with an elderly man 
who despite his scruffy appearance and custard stains on his tie had an unmistakably 
proprietorial air. He asked us civilly if we were going to camp there. When we said yes, he 
observed that he owned the estate and he did not like campers but we could camp by the 
beach providing we did not light any fires on the dunes. So we set to and soon both tents were 
pitched and we were brewing up when a car pulled up and another plumper smoother and 
younger patrician appeared and said that he was sorry but he was going to be difficult. "- in 
other words he was going to turn us off. We protested that we already had permission to 
camp, and he said "that's funny because this is my land"." Well" we said defiantly "we were 
given permission to stay by an old man who said he is the laird".  We soon established that 
they were father and son and being well brought up, the son accepted his father's verdict with 
good grace and left us in peace. There was no water handy but the laird said that he was quite 
happy for people to camp at the other side of the loch at Glenbyre (GR586237) where there 
was water though not such a good beach for landing on, that might. be a better bet for any 
who follow in our wake. Boats with boom tents might also find an anchorage behind Eilean 
More at 'the head of the loch where there is a recognised fair weather anchorage. 
 
We pulled the boats up the beach on inflatable rollers and enjoyed a midge free supper in a 
light breeze. Afterwards we toured the sights of the Bay. The little church (dedicated to St 
Kilda) was interesting as being truly ecumenical; it offered sanctuary to both the Episcopal 
and Presbyterian congregations and is built in a pleasant mid Victorian Romantic Gothic 
style, with the altar cross carved in Oberammergau. Then a walk along the shore in front of 
the big house took us to the 15th century castle of Moy - described at length by Dr Johnson 
who visited it on his tour to the Hebrides in 1773 and observed that such castles were 
occupied by chiefs "lawless and unaccountable, with all the licentiousness and insolence of 
uncontested superiority and unprincipled power'! We then skulked round the back of the big 
house to an evocative small stone circle~ complete with outliers, and finished with a stroll 
along to the south west corner of the head of the bay where a simple late mediaeval chapel 
stood on a rocky knoll overlooking the sea. In such a situation even a heathen would be 
moved to piety, (as Dr Johnson said on Iona) or at least introspection. By now it was after 10 
30 and we were in the gloaming- so all the greater was our surprise when in peering through 
the door of the chapel we saw that the roof was pierced by dozens of subdued coloured stars 
lit by the evening light. What could have been cloying and kitsch somehow on that night in 
that place seemed just right. And so to bed, deciding not to stay awake for the night forecast 
but with a feeling that the omens for tomorrow seemed fine. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Carsaig Arches 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traigh Ban (The White beach) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Monday 20th July. 
 
And so it proved to be. We awoke with a steady force 3 to 4 to keep away the midges and 
despite our best efforts did not manage to get away until about 2 hours after we had got up – 
obviously it will take time to get to know the best ways of packing the boats. Both couples 
working separately and not obviously racing finished within minutes of each other - and so it 
was to be for the whole holiday. By 11 we were at the mouth of the Loch, the wind had 
dropped and the sun was out. Soon we were peeling off clothes and, wet suits, marvelling at 
the heat and being philosophical about the absence of wind. We drifted and ghosted for 



almost three hours along the magnificent cliffs west of Carsaig bay, where we could have 
landed in anything but a southerly sea, until we came to the Carsaig arches at Malcolm’s 
Point. We paddled close inshore and took photographs of the contorted basaltic arches on a 
raised beach. The wind gradually filled in- but unexpectedly from the west- up to about force 
2 so we began to make progress in slow tacks along the shore. The pattern of the holiday 
began to establish itself- we were not really racing each other, were we? But why are they 
doing better than us? In a bit, weight forward, jib out, you’re pinching and so on. Was it a 
Passage race or a cruise in company? We never did decide- the boat in front tended to think it 
was a race and the boat behind, a cruise. 
 
By about 3.30 we rounded Rubha nam Braithrean and decided to go into Traigh Ban for some 
water (GR4351841) its name in Gaelic means the white beach, and it was aptly named for the 
sand was a silvery gold and typical of the many beaches along the south side of the Ross until 
Iona. It was such a lovely spot with plenty fresh water and a good camp site that we decided 
to stay there for the night. And so tempting was the Ionian blue of the water that we swam and 
then warmed up again on the hot rocks in the sun, finishing with a big camp fire on which we 
cooked our meal~ overlooked by a herd of inquisitive though shy wild goats. A short day in 
terms of distance covered, a little over 13 miles in 5 1/2 hours - but a memorable one. Made 
the more enjoyable as we listened to the weather forecast which promised well for tomorrow 
for us whilst bemoaning the November like weather in England! 
 

 
 

Traigh Geal with Eilean Mor behind 
 

 



 
 

Tuesday 21st July. 
 
A glorious morning, with swims before breakfast for some. Gradually getting better at 
packing the boats, we got away at about 10 clad in natures wet suits and little else. The wind 
was a nice 3 to 4 and conditions were so idyllic that we were forced to stop for coffee in little 
over an hour in another marvellous cove with gleaming white sand and clear blue water. It 
would have been another perfect campsite but it seemed rather early in the day to stop. There 
was no fresh water obvious but it would make a lovely place to stop at overnight unless the 
weather was strongly from the south west.(GR 410188). Then a leisurely sail past more 
deserted beaches until we stopped for lunch in a freshening wind at Traigh Gheal (GR 
339172). This was even more remote than the other beaches and breathtakingly beautiful, 
with the colours of the water emphasising the eye-burning brightness of the sand. The wind 
was now about force 4 from the north and looking out of the cove we could see white horses 
beginning their long gallop down to the islands of Colonsay, Jura and Islay to the south- and 
hardly a boat to be seen. If they don't sail in these conditions, when do they?  With the wind 
behind us we planed out of our paradise bay at about 3 45 and headed west on what started as 
a broad reach and became a fetch in fresh wind. We were making for the island of Erraid at 
the south end of Sound of Iona. This is the tidal island where David Balfour, the hero of 
Stevensons "Kidnapped" was washed ashore after being wrecked on the Torran Rocks to the 
south of' our route- and all too visible. The sailing instructions are heavy with warnings about 
navigation in this area, and we were glad that we were seeing it in such perfect conditions of 
wind and visibility. None-the-less we had to look hard to avoid the Livingston Rocks as we 
came inside Eilean a Chalmain and headed for the deep bay on the south side of Erraid. Here 
we had to keep a look out for another set of barely submerged rocks- Rankins Rocks before 



heading into Traigh Gheal (GR 294195), now generally known as Balfour's Bay being the 
putative site of the fictional landing, And it almost seemed like fiction as we beat into another 
stunning bay with sand and grass flanked by precipitous red granite. We landed on the west 
beach and soon made camp on the springy turf just above it. There is water in the east beach. 
The west beach would be a possible site even in southerlies providing that there is not too 
much sea, because there is a little bit of shelter inside the lee of a cliff cutting out into bay- 
though one guide describes it as a trap if the wind strengthens from between south and 
southwest. 

 

 
 

Balfours Bay 
 

But for us it was a paradise. We unloaded and piled most of our things onto a handy waist 
height rock platform and just sunned ourselves, marvelling at our luck in hitting this 
wonderful part of Scotland in such perfect weather, after the wretched summer we had had so 
far. By now we were feeling the effects of too much hot sun and not enough clothes and we 
had a full quota of burnt thighs and faces. Coby decided to convert her trousers into 
Bermudan shorts and the truncated leg off cut was soon converted into a functional sun hat for 
Peter. Bill and Sarah scorned such affectations and suffered in relative silence. We had 
company in the quay~ a canoeist couple from Norfolk were ensconced there when we arrived 
enjoying the blissful solitude. They were going round Mull anticlockwise and had been 
caught by the week end storms on the North side, where they had had to lay up for a day – but 
all that seemed an age ago as we sat and chatted in the heat. He was obviously very 
experienced and had done a lot of serious sea canoeing, including night crossings of the Wash 
and from The Mull of Kintyre to Rathlin and Ulster. They were a Gaybo double sea canoe and 
he had even fitted a pump powered by a motor- cycle battery sealed in a polythene box which 
could empty the whole canoe in 3 minutes in the event of a capsize or swamping. 
 



 
 

Peter with the canoeist 
 

In the evening we strolled westward to inspect one of the most famous anchorages on the 
West Coast - Tinkers Hole, between Erraid and Eilean Dubh. The four of us sat on the hill 
looking down into the anchorage which is only a couple of hundred yards long and watched 
the antics of the crews of the eight yachts there as a ninth yacht joined the queue and tried to 
drop its anchor much too close to the other boats. To add insult to injury the arriviste 40 
footer was steered by a fat man at the wheel with a cigar in his mouth and with a gas fired 
barbecue flaring behind him from his cockpit. Eventually order returned, but we were left 
thankful for the relative simplicity of life with Wayfarers and tents - though one of us still 
secretly hankers after the uncomplicated life of canoeing in the pre Wayfarer age. By now it 
was about 10 30 and we sat watching the sun set in a blaze of reds oranges and pinks in the 
pattern of island round Iona- what a perfect day in a perfect place. Onlv about 13 miles sailed, 
but every one a magic one which will be etched in our memories long after more famous 
sights have faded into oblivion. 
 

 
 

Leaving Balfours Bay 



 
 

 
 

Sunset over Iona 



Wednesday 22nd July 
 
The morning lived up to the promise of last nights sunset and we breakfasted in swimming 
costumes on the beach. A large motor sailor arrived in the bay while we were loading the 
boats and took one look at Peter in his bonnet, Coby in her amputated trousers, Bill in his 
rolled up tracksuit bottoms and Sarah in her bikini and turned tail and fled. We left about 
10.30 in very light airs and ghosted round the corner to the south end of tinker’s Hole to find 
to our surprise that all last nights yachts had left. Perhaps they only move in flat calms and 
then motor off as fast as they can to the next trade route anchorage in the hope that they can 
get there early enough to get a place. Then a slow sail in glorious sun and negligible wind 
until we were round Erraid, when it filled in from the north again at about force 3 or 4. A 
pleasant beat took us to a sheltered beach north of Fionnphort where we decided to camp 
outside a friends cottage overlooking the next well known anchorage, the Bull Hole. We had 
to stop here because thanks to the only bit of bad planing Bill had to go back to Glasgow for a 
day and had to catch the bus to Craignure from Fionnphort the afternoon. 
 
So we abandoned Bill getting into his best city jeans and trainers, lefty Zwalke high and dry 
on the beach and set off for Iona to join the tourists for the afternoon and do some shopping. 
Coby bought us ice creams, we looked at the Abbey and we tried to buy sun cream. The well 
stocked shop has not got any. “Sold out”? we asked. “No we don’t stock it, there’s no 
demand”, was the reply. That told us a lot about the usual weather. But we did managed to 
buy a sun hat or two, conscious that we were tempting providence. We listened to the 
shipping forecast at 5.50 with our usual difficulty because in Scotland radio 4 is on long wave 
which our little transistors can’t receive we have to rely on picking up faint medium wave 
transmission from England. It suggested that the good weather was slowly breaking up (curse 
those sun hats), but should be alright till the weekend. We left our little beach just south of the 
pier and sailed back to our camp coming through the Bull Hole from the north in brisk winds 
but avoiding the many rocks by keeping a good lookout and taking nothing on trust. A short 
day, only 7 miles sailed, but enjoyable nonetheless. Perfect sailing weather since mid morning 
but very few boats sailing – though about a dozen were anchored off the Iona pier (where we 
filled up our water tanks). 
 

 
 
 

Light on the waters 



 
 
 

 
 

In flagrante 
 

Thursday 23rd July 
 
We awoke to a rather grey and windy day and found that the gulls had got at our carefully (as 
we thought) packed food and had managed to scoff not only a couple of packets of Ryvita but 
also a packet of noodles and some bread.  They seemed quite impenitent and actually came 
back for more and to have their photos taken ‘in flagrante’. We decided on a 
circumnavigation of Iona – enjoying the luxury of no gear and three up in what promised to 
be a force 4 north westerly. We set of at 10 and made reassuring progress even when we got 
out of the shelter of Eilean Anndraidth into open water. We noted for future use a nice beach 
on the south east side of the island (known to some as storm island) and thought that it would 
be a good place to camp if one took water. We were eventually overtaken by a couple of the 
motor boats taking tourists to Staffa huddled under tarpaulins sheltering from the spray they 
were shipping over the bows. We seemed so much in control that we decided to go wider than 
just Iona and headed west for a couple of miles to circumnavigate the island appendages of 
Reidth Eilan and Stac Mhic Murchaidth, which the Admiralty Pilot alleged had remarkable 
basaltic columnar formations. They were not obvious to us but we did see our first squads of 
puffins which seemed to be nesting on the island. They made a pleasant change from the 
ubiquitous guillemots and razorbills. 
 
The wind was holding up well at force 4 but not increasing so we decided to reach back to 
Iona to explore the western shore – though both the admiralty Pilot and the Clyde Cruising 
Club directions tended to warn off because it was foul. We thought, rightly that the Wayfarer 
could find a way anywhere provide that we took it cautiously in good visibility. So by 11.30 
we were edging our way through the rocks to land at Port Ban (as it is known locally) – a 
lovely little beach at the end of a rocky cove. A good place to camp if water taken and 
probably sheltered from all but the west. (GR 283 246) 
 



We then wandered along the west coast, marvelling at the absence of people compared to the 
hurly burly (relatively) on the other side of the island. We inspected the Spouting cave at the 
south end of the bay, not spouting because of the low water and northerly wind before 
ambling back for lunch. We set off at 2.30 and held out beyond the west corner of the island 
towards the southerly outpost of Soa. Still a good wind but quite a swell and the crew, finding 
that for once it was in a majority, mutinied and refused to fly the spinnaker, on the not 
unreasonable grounds that we were not racing and were going quite fast enough already – and 
anyway we were on holiday and not on Loch Lomond. We kept an eye open for the Greave 
Rocks and then gave Soa a fairly wide berth, because of charted but invisible rocks, by not 
heading north until we ere about a mile to the east of it. Then a long beat up the Sound to Iona 
Pier – passing a party scavenging for Iona marble on the south east corner of the island –
noticing how appropriate some of the Gaelic topographical names are – Sgeir Ruadth or the 
Red Rock was immediately visible as such just south of Martyrs Bay. Peter brewed up tea 
whilst the girls went shopping for bread and stamps. We then planed across the bay over the 
shallows south of Eilean Ban to find that our friends had arrived from Edinburgh and were 
now in residence – in a cottage in which Peter and Sarah had last stayed in 17 years ago. We 
had had a good sail with lots of pottering about but had clocked up more than 20 miles. We 
pretended to preserve our independence by cooking in the tents etc, but the girls did not say 
no to hot showers and we had a pleasant evening round the fire waiting for Bill to get back 
from Glasgow. But he never came. 
 
Friday 24th July 
 
We thought Bill might appear from the early morning boat by about 10, but he did not. So we 
reasoned that if he had not managed to get away in time for that it meant that he would still 
have business to do this morning in Glasgow so it was unlikely that he would be with us until 
the afternoon boat at the earliest. So Petra decided to persuade Coby to come as a threesome 
again but she wanted to stay and pine for her own. Sarah and Peter set off just after mid-day 
intending to have a recce along the north shore of the Ross of Mull in the force 3 to 4 north 
westerly. Once we were beyond Iona we began to have second thoughts. Looming grey on the 
hazy northern backcloth of Mull we could make out Staffa about 8 miles away. It was one of 
our objectives for the trip and we had thought we would have liked to sailo there with Zwalke. 
But……the weather seems possible though it is getting worse, ---Bill and Coby would not 
mind --- anyway, we could always go back to them ---. OK lets go to Staffa. 
 
So it was that we found ourselves after about 1 ½ hours poking cautiously round the east side 
of Staffa – where two yachts (one of them flying the German flag) were pitching 
uncomfortably at anchor. We wanted very much to land but the slight swell was enough to 
deter us from trying the beach. We decided to go into the small landing place described in the 
CCG directions and hope that one could hold the boat off the rocks while the other one 
scampered round the sights. With our hearts in our mouths we came up under sail almost to 
the jetty and then dropped the main and made a grab for the shore. But we managed, without 
damage to the boat and first Sarah and then Peter went ashore. It was fabulous – even better 
than either of us had expected. Fingals Cave was magnificent – but so too was the Boat Cave 
looked at from above, and the walk along the causeway to Fingal’s Cave was very impressive. 
It was hard to believe that the basalt columns and slabs were entirely natural. The top of the 
island was grassy – with a small National Trust wooded hut for emergencies. If boats could be 
beached it would be a magnificent spot for an overnight camp, providing one had brought 
water. The views all round, even on a grey day were magnificent – especially to the north 



west where the Treshnish Isles dominated the near view with their gaunt if not grotesque 
shapes. 
 

 
 

Staffa 
 

 



Martin Lawrences book (see Appendix) says that at the north east end of the island there is a 
small beach sheltered from the south and west where a dinghy can be landed but we did not 
have time to reconnoitre. Instead as the sky was darkening and squalls were blotting out the 
Treshnishes we thought we ought to move on- and off the island. It was rather like being on 
a big hill in the Alps and not being able to relax on the top and enjoy the view for long 
because of the worries of getting down again! 

 
We spent little more than half an hour on the island before we retreated to the boat, hove to 
about half a mile offshore and had our lunch in the freshening wind. Sarah had spoken to a 
friendly boatman who had put a party ashore while she was holding the boat and he had told 
her that a Force 5 was forecast, so we thought we had done the right thing not to hang 
around.  We looked back at this magnificent island- looking remarkably like a great ship 
steaming westwards. Peter thought that the caves and basalt flows were one of the most 
wonderful and awe inspiring sights he had ever seen.  Mendelsohn summed it up in a way 
which words could not but it is interesting to read again the first printed account of a visit to 
it- by Sir Joseph Banks (Cook's sponsor and patron) who was there in 1712 on his way to 
Iceland. He was primarily a scientist and classic product of the age of reason but even he 
was overwhelmed- 

 
"Compared to this what are the cathedrals or the palaces built by men! Mere models or 
playthings, imitations as diminutive as his works will always be when compare to those of' 
nature.?--- how amply does nature repay those who study her wonderful works! --- with our 
minds full of such reflections--we arrived at the mouth of a cave, the most magnificent, I 
suppose, that has ever been described by travellers. 

 
And after that there are a further 7 or 8 pages of detailed description. Anyway, it was great 
and we determined to Set back to Staffa with Bill and Coby as soon as we could. But first 
we had to get back to Mull. The wind was freshening and the Force 5 was obviously getting 
nearer so we turned SSW and headed for a beach on the Mull shore which our friends called 
Market, bay but the map chooses not to name. (GR 340249). This had been recommended as 
a good camp site when the winds were in the south and west so we thought a recce would be 
useful for future travellers. We had a marvellous though hairy scoosh back in an almost 
continuous plane nearly taking off from the wave crests in the rising sea and freshening 
wind, till we arrived breathless and slightly shaken off the bay some 45 minutes later. On the 
map it seemed as if we covered about seven miles in 45 minutes- so we were motoring. But 
with no camping gear and only two up it was hard not to have one's foot on the accelerator 
all the time. 

 
We took stock of the bay. It looked a super place for camping in the right conditions- but a 
Force 5 northerly obviously was not right and we felt it unwise to go in to look around the 
little point on the east because we might not have managed to escape again. We decided to 
head back to base and with the brisk weather we thought it unwise to plane up the rock strewn 
Bull Hole from the north. Instead we came through the Sound and now it was brisk enough 
for us to think twice about gybing, so we took the easy way out by bombing down to the pier 
beach at Iona and stopping there for a quick brew up and to put three rolls in the main (the 
first since the day we started) before we took off on a screaming plane back across the Sound 
back to base- to find the grieving wife had been re united with her wandering husband, who 
had a sorry tale to tell. 

 



 
 

The Causeway 
 

 
 

Fingal’s Cave 



He had left us on Wednesday intending to do business in Glasgow on Thursday morning, and 
drive back to Oban to return to us that evening. All had gone well though he had had to drive 
hard to get back to Oban for the 4 o'clock boat. But he had managed it by the skin of his teeth- 
so much so that he had had to make a running jump onto the ferry as it was leaving the pier.  
Landing in a heap on the deck he was then pounced on by a deck hand who had remonstrated 
with him for the manner of his arrival and said that something might be done about it when 
the boat arrived at Lochboisdale. As the pier receded out of reach it dawned on Bill that far 
from being bound for the nearby port of Craignure he had landed on the boat going to 
Lochboisdale - the metropolis of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides. He had never been there 
and certainly did not want to go there now. So he was led off to interview the Master who 
graciously declined to drop him off on Mull (short of dropping him overboard) but did say, in 
a fit of apparently uncharacteristic generosity that Bill could stay as a guest of the company 
on the trio to and from the Uists and if weather permitted that might mean that he would be 
back to Oban sometime the following day. 
 
So far from rejoining his loved one that night Bill then had the doubtful pleasure of sailing up 
the sound of Mull and round the north end (where we hoped to sail soon) and then across the 
Minch to the Uists. He spent a morose hour or two looking for the night life of Lochboisdale 
before returning to the ship, where he was allowed to bed down in the bar for a long and 
weary night. He returned next morning across the Minch getting new and unexpected vistas of 
Mull and arrived back in Oban in time to catch the mid day ferry to Craignure- conscious all 
the time of both the sailing time he was wasting and of Coby's worries if she had phoned 
home on Thursday night and found him not there. At Craignure he hijacked a car coming off 
the ferry and was delivered all the way to Fionnphort by its sympathetic driver- to be re united 
with Coby who in her anxiety had all but walked to Craignure to look for him. 
 
When Petra heard this sad tale mirth rather swamped the sympathy and we agreed that Bill 
should be nominated for this season's Club Calamity Cup awarded every year for the most 
striking combination of laughter provoking incompetence and bad luck. But the competition 
is usually pretty fierce (indeed often fiercer than for the racing cups) and we could not 
guarantee success. Bill however is not a man to say no to any kind of silverware. (In fact that 
proved to be one of the few cups Zwalke had not won by the time the end of the season came) 
We retired to our tents glad that the prodigal had returned and with plans for explore the west 
coast towards Ulva tomorrow.  
 

 



McCullough’s fossil tree. 
 

 
 

Saturday 25th July 
 
We woke all 5 55 and just caught the shipping forecast- Northerly 3 to 4 backing south 
easterly later, so we decided that it seemed good for our next leg and promptly fell asleep till 
8ish. A leisurely breakfast and methodical packing meant that we weren't under way till 
almost 11 30. We headed north into the Sound and then swung to the east bound for the 
Ardmeanach wilderness on the north side of Loch Scridain. Here we thought we would look 
for the famous Mc Culloch's fossil tree before heading to the south side of Gometra for the 
night. 
 
The wind seemed fresh and verging on force 4 as rain squalls scudded past us to the mainland 
of Mull. But soon the showers gave way to sun and we had a lovely broad reach for 7 miles or 
so towards the looming bulk of the peninsula where burns dropped almost vertically 2000 feet 
from a basalt plateau. We headed towards GR 402 278 hoping to land at the foot of the right 
hand of two waterfalls which converged and reached the sea barely 50 yards apart. We had 
timed our landing attempt for low tide and were able to slip into the shelter of the wave cut 
platform exposed by low tide and sheltered from the northerly wind and swell, just where the 
fresh water burn ran across the rock into the sea. It would be an impossible place to land if the 



wind was in the west or south, but for us it was manageable and, in the bright sunshine, 
pleasant. 
 
We soon found the fossil tree about 50 yards to the north (left) of the left hand waterfall. It is 
about 40 feet high and is really more readily described as a vertical hollow in which there has 
obviously been a tree of about 5 feet in diameter, which had been overwhelmed by the great 
basalt overflows which had formed much of Mull and Staffa. All round us there were basalt 
flows reproducing the hexagonal blocks we had seen at Staffa, although on a much smaller 
scale. Dr Johnson indeed had been told when he passed by that the flows there were better 
than Staffa which had been "discovered" the year before his visit by Sir Joseph Banks. But 
that was grossly misleading and probably owed more to parochial rivalry than anything else. 
 
Coby collected winkles in the inter-tidal zone on the rocks washed by the fresh water. We 
then lunched in the sun, sheltered from the fresh wind by the rocks as we watched a yacht 
coming gingerly towards us but deciding that it could not risk landing. Again we were 
grateful for the versatility of the Wayfarer. 
 
At about 2 15 we set off in a pleasant force 4 screaming our way north skirting the coast past 
McKinnon’s Cave(another place visited by Dr Johnson who penetrated it, for almost 150 
yards, but accessible only at low tide) as we headed for the island of Inchkenneth.  
 

 
 



The Cruising Club directions warn about the fierce squalls in this area and also suggest that 
the approach to the island should only be made from the North but in mid afternoon at mid 
tide in good visibility we decided to attempt to land from the south. We cautiously sailed in 
with rocks all round and nuzzled the boats onto a small sandy beach at Port an Roin just 
below the ruined chapel. 
 

 
 

Inch Kenneth 
 

It was a lovely small 13th C ruin surrounded by a number of ancient Celtic crosses, perhaps 
dating from the 14th or 15th century as well as by more modern gravestones. We could well 
understand why Boswell on his visit here in 1773 had been moved to piety after he and Dr 
Johnson had spent "the most agreeable Sunday evening that he had ever passed in his life". 
But in the dark of an October evening he had retreated from the chapel for fear of ghosts and 
sprained a ligament on the process. There were no such traumas for us as we sat in the chapel 
and tried to decipher the ancient stones. Nor were there any bones about, as there had been 
when they had visited it.  They had been impressed by the ruin but even more by the 
company- vide Dr Johnson: 
 
"Romance does not often exhibit a scene that strikes the imagination more than this little 
desert in these depths of western obscurity, occupied not by a gross herdsman, or an 
amphibious fisherman, but by a gentleman and two ladies of high birth polished manners and 
elegant conversation, who in a habitation raised not very far above the ground, but furnished 
with unexpected neatness and convenience, practiced all the kinds of hospitality and 
refinement of courtesy -------------- we could easily have been persuaded to a longer stay on 
Inch Kenneth , but life will not be all passed in delight" 
 
And so thought we. But before we set off three of us went off looking for mussels and 
encountered a lady from the "Big House"- which must be one of the ugliest piles in the 
country and had once belonged to the Mitford family. She proved shy but not unfriendly, but 
no mussels were found so we set off again, cautiously skirting the rocks we had marked as the 
tide rose, now detectable only by the sea weed, We had thought of camping on the beach 
below Clachandhu on the mainland but we still had time on our side so we thought we would 



press on for Ulva and possibly Gometra. We headed out to the North leaving Samalan island 
to starboard (where Johnson had looked for mussels) and then swung round to the west 
towards Little Colonsay, into a darkening sky and freshening wind on route for what we 
hoped would be a sheltered camp site at Traigh Ban on the south side of Ulva (GR 395 
387).But we did not get there. Petra took fright at sailing at high tide through the maze of 
rocks marked on the map and charts as the wind was getting stronger and visibility 
deteriorating, so Zwalke humoured her by agreeing to turn tail and head for the Sound of 
Ulva. We thought we might land and camp in the little bay on the mainland just south of the 
ferry (GR 450 388 ) but it proved unwelcoming with lots of rocks, no beach and no camp site.  
A yachtsman in a lovely teak yacht said that we could lie behind him on his anchor but we 
thought we should press on through the sound. And then we saw a little harbour by the ferry 
slip on the island. The ferry man agreed that we could draw up the boats there, which we did- 
and had the comfort of a lovely snug harbour overlooked by the most westerly Munro- Ben 
More. 
 
We cooked our meal more or less on the jetty, using an empty telephone box to shelter the 
stoves from the wind and keep the food from the attentions of inquisitive geese. Unusual 
activity surrounded us on the jetty because an Edinburgh University archaeology group had 
decided to have a party and had sent to the mainland (all of a quarter of a mile away) for 
female reinforcements. They came and the archaeologists went. In the evening we walked 
round some of the tracks on the island, keeping clear of the revelry echoing from the little 
church built by Thomas Telford. It was a surprisingly wooded and pastoral scene round the 
big house and it was clear from the signposts that visitors were welcome. We picked up a 
little leaflet by the ferry which told us that in the 18th century more than 600 people had lived 
on Ulva. Now there are 20. It has in its time been visited by such diverse people as Sir Walter 
Scott, Beatrix Potter, and of course Johnson and Boswell. We came back in the dark through 
the woods and went to bed in a rising wind planning to sail cut to Staffa tomorrow along the 
south of Gometra and Ulva. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Ulva Ferry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Coby ‘In the kitchen’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Planing back from McQuarries Rock 
 

 

 
 



Sunday 26 th July. 
 
As forecast we awoke to rain and strong winds. With the permission of the ferryman we 
squatted in the barn adjacent to his house to cook breakfast in relative comfort.  We finally set 
sail at around 11, heading south into the misty murk of the sound of Ulva and a brisk south 
westerly. We thought we would creep along the south coast of Ulva with our first objective 
the island of Little Colonsay where we would take stock of the weather before deciding 
whether to head out to Staffa or skulk round Gometra looking for shelter. It was forecast 4 to 
5 but we decided not to reef before we set off- feeling that it would be good practice in any 
case to reef at sea providing we did not leave it too late :as we nearly did!  We headed SSE 
until we were clear of the south side of Eorsa before turning West- a course designed to keep 
us clear of MacQuarries Rock (Described by Lawrence qv as "the most dangerous rock in the 
Loch").  Then we felt the full force of the wind and sea and very soon by mutual consent, 
communicating with difficulty by using our whistles, decided to reef. Petra has roller reefing 
and Zwalke slab reefing so it was interesting to compare and contrast the speed with which 
the two boats completed the job. Petra does not have a rotating bracket for the bracket at the 
out haul end of the boom so the mainsheet had to be disconnected from the boom before it 
was rotated. It was chastening how difficult this simple manoeuvre was in a force 5 
wallowing in breaking waves but both crews took the same time to finish. While drifting 
(down wind during reefing Zwalke touched the submerged top of Macquarries Rock. 
Fortunately all that hit was the centreboard- but if we had been half an hour or so later when 
the tide might have drooped by a foot or two we might have been much less lucky. 
 
So somewhat chastened, and with about four rolls/1 metre of reef in we headed west on a 
compass bearing towards Little Colonsay, which we could not see through the low mist and 
driving rain.  We kept to the north side of the channel to avoid the maze of rocks north of 
Inchkenneth and passed just south of Geasgill on course for Little Colonsay. By now it 
seemed a good force 5 and the waves were breaking round us so we hove to and looked for 
Little Colonsay- which ought to have been obvious some 3 or 4 miles to the west- but it was 
not. We agreed that it would be both silly and uncomfortable to press on in the face of 
deteriorating weather and an uncertain safe landfall. So we turned and ran for shelter. We had 
an exhilarating run back- planing down the waves and surfing on the crests while keeping a 
good eye open for MacQuarrie which we aimed to keep well south of. Now that we had 
admitted defeat and turned back we could enjoy the sail, not least because we don't have the 
chance even on the 26 miles of Loch Lomond, to sail in seas big enough to surf in.  Despite 
the protests of her crew Petra managed to take a couple of snaps of Zwalke surfing behind her 
on the crest of breaking waves and looking remarkably controlled. We got back to the little 
slip at the ferry at about 1 o'clock- and the ferry man kindly said we could shelter in his barn 
until conditions improved enough to move Zwalke then discovered that so strong had been the 
wind on the beat out that she had blown out her reefing cringle at the leach and torn the sail.  
Coby settled down for the next four hours with needle and thread to repair the damage. When 
that was done we intended abandoning plans for Staffa and slinking round the north side of 
Ulva and Gometra to one of the sheltered harbours on their north side – though we had some 
doubts about the suitability of the beaches for landing. 
 
However the weather got worse and our enthusiasm for moving on diminished as the wind 
and rain increased. By about four o'clock, as the cringle was almost repaired we admitted that 
we would all rather spend the night there- and the ferry man agreed - so we relaxed and began 
to enjoy the sound of the wind whistling round the barn knowing that we need not set sail.  In 
the late afternoon we had a chat with our friend in the teak yacht from the day before who had 



decided to come ashore with his crew for some fresh air after nearly blowing himself up with 
a gas explosion on board. No damage other than a fright and some singed eyebrows. The 
yacht was called Eilidh and had been built in Scotland but abandoned by its owner in Norway 
when the Germans had invaded in 1940. It had then been used by the German Navy for 
officers recreational use and had been returned by them at the end of the war to the place they 
had found it in immaculate condition and with its drink cupboard intact or at least replenished. 
She still looked in pristine condition more than 40 years on. We regretfully declined an offer 
to go aboard for hospitality because we had already accepted another invitation. This time 
from a couple living on the island who invited us round to Fisherman's cottage later that 
evening. We walked round as the weather gradually improved, looking on the way for one of 
the ferryman's geese which had disappeared during the night, but without success. 
 
We were made very welcome by our hosts in their snug little cottage at the water's edge and 
conversation and alcohol flowed and time passed all too quickly.  Our hosts, Ted and Ann 
Jones, were an interesting couple. He had been a surgeon in the States and then decided at 
about the age of 50 that he was too old for surgery and should become a GP.  He had come to 
Mull where he had been a single handed doctor for some years at Salen- where he had kept a 
lovely cruiser on which he spent his time when not looking after patients. He had now retired 
from that and he and Ann were tenants on the island for a few years, before they retired 
further to their house in Cambridge. She was the author of a number of books and had had a 
post at Glasgow University and had produced the very good little leaflet about Ulva which we 
had seen at the ferry. Ted told us that when serious illness occurred on the island he had found 
that the Oban lifeboat was the quickest way of getting a patient to the mainland. He had been 
the doctor on the scene of the accident a few years ago on the mainland of Mull opposite 
Inchkenneth when two Wayfarer sailors had hit an overheard cable with their mast while 
launching and had suffered horrific injuries. 
 
Now Ted spent most of his time in a workshop on the islands, working on boats and making 
things~ not least the lovely little signs we had seen the night before on the various footpaths 
round the big house. They told us too that visitors were now welcome on the island although 
until recently attitudes had been more hostile and notice was required before visitors were 
allowed. The ferry was paid for by the owner and was free to all though donations ware 
welcome .We thought we would like to holiday there for a few days, but not this year. We 
finally and regretfully left our hosts at about 11 30 and strolled back on what was row a 
relatively pleasant night. Sadly no sign of geese- perhaps the archaeologists took it for their 
party. 
 
We settled into our sleeping bags on a platform in the rafters- glad that we would have a 
peaceful night irrespective of the weather. How wrong we were!  The trouble began at about 2 
am when Bill decided to look for one of the black cats which he was sure was in the barn with 
us and was getting at our food. He chased it round the barn for a couple of hours - or so it 
seemed to the rest of us before he and it (if it existed) declared a draw and collapsed 
exhausted. Shortly afterwards we were deafened by an ear splitting crow from a cock which 
sounded as if it was in bed with us. It almost was. Unknown to us it had slipped into the barn 
and roosted on the rafters about six feet from us perched on a sail covered boom. So we 
chased it out into the dawn, protesting loudly. Back to bed for a couple of hours or so, but the 
cock had other ideas and kept up an indignant fusillade of squawks and splutters at five 
minute intervals for the next couple of hours. Then, to join in the fun, the geese who had lost 
their friend started pecking on the barn door and hissing as they tried to come in and join us. 
So for once we had no difficulty waking for the 5 55 shipping forecast! 



 
 
 
 
Monday 27 July. 
 
The forecast was indifferent - NW 5 to 6 but backing Westerly and falling to 3. The weather 
seemed to be on a generally deteriorating trend and we began to worry about being caught on 
the wrong side of Mull waiting for the weather to improve enough to let us round the exposed 
NW corner at Caliach point, the scene of many tales of difficult and confused seas which had 
troubled far bigger boats than ours. Moreover once committed on that coast there were very 
few funk holes for landing or shelter. 
 
So we decided that we should probably press on while we could and set off north out of Loch 
Tuath and see what wind and sea were like near Caliach in the knowledge that we might want 
to turn back into Calgary Bay if conditions were rough. We sailed at 10 40 on a falling tide in 
a steady Force 4 - Petra with a couple of rolls in and Zwalke with her working jib. We 
threaded our way cautiously through the rocks north of Ulva sound - keeping well to the west 
close into Ulva, after careful study of the sailing directions.  Low cloud and drizzle gave us 
little incentive to explore or hang about so we made steady progress westward. By the time 
we were opposite Gometra the wind seemed to be easing and there was little sign of expected 
big seas, so we shook out our reefs and headed for the northern Treshnish Islands- which had 



seemed so mysterious and remote when seen from Iona and Staffa, and still looked well worth 
a visit. While unrolling we saw what might have been a sea eagle from Rhum soaring above 
us in the middle of the Loch. 
 
We hoped to land and lunch on the northerly pair of islands- the Cairn na Burghs. There are 
remains on them of a 15th c chapel and a castle, first recorded in the 13th C as being held 
under a tenancy from King Hakon of Norway, occupied by Cromwell's forces in 1647, fought 
over during the Jacobite rising of 1715 and now little more than heaps of stones. But the wind 
fell away rapidly and we were clearly failing to make progress against the strong tidal stream 
which ran south on the ebb through the islands.  We abandoned the hoped for landing and 
headed north again, lunching side by side in the boats. 
 

 
 

Landfall opposite Tobermory 
 

 



Only two other yachts were visible though we could see south to Iona and west to Coll and 
Tiree and Zwalke did report seeing porpoises. The lunch time shipping forecast confirmed the 
Force 4 at Tiree- and after lunch it freshened again until we were slipping along in a pleasant 
Westerly force 3- as forecast. We rounded Treshnish point and decided to head across Calgary 
Bay to Caliach Point in the hope of finding a camp site on the North coast. 
 
As we came close inshore round Caliach a confused and lumpy sea gave us a hint of what it 
might have been like in fresher conditions or further out to sea where there are charted 
overfalls. We were now on an easterly run so we hoisted spinnakers at about 1pm and cruised 
peacefully along the north coast admiring the vignettes to the north as Rhum and the Small 
Isles and then Ardnamurchan showed through the clouds. We noticed a few good camp sites 
and sandy beaches suitable for landing in a southerly wind, especially between Sunipol and 
Craig (GR 370 543 eastwards). We rounded the most northerly point of Mull- Ardmor Point 
at about 4 45 and turned south to arrive in Tobermory Bay as the shipping forecast was due at 
5 50- so we did not hear it in the excitement of finding a landing and camping site. Thanks to 
briefing from our canoeing friends Sarah led us unerringly to an unpromising rocky point on 
the south side of Tobermory Bay just, below two large beech trees. Here at GR 518543 we 
found a cleared beach amongst the boulders just big enough to pull two Wayfarers up one 
behind the other on our rollers above the high water mark. We were glad that high water was 
at about 8pm- when we could keep an eye on the boats and know that they would be safe 
overnight. We found a magnificent camp site on the hill just above us where on a grey damp 
and remarkably midge free evening we had a pleasant meal overlooking the bay. We had been 
in the boats for about 7 hours and had covered about 35 miles excluding tacks. And we had a 
sense that we had passed the crux of the trip- from now on we would be in relatively sheltered 
waters virtually all the way back to Oban. 
 
After supper a party wandered off following owls to Tobermory- and ran into a Wayfarer 
owner there, who was persuaded to come to our open dinghy week and on Loch Lomond at 
the end of August.( he did!). 
 
Tuesday 28th July. 
 
A grey, misty and relatively windless day. We missed the forecast but had no reason to expect 
that there would be any change so we rowed across the bay to sample the pleasures of 
Tobermory- and particularity the fresh bread. Bill and Peter kept an eye on the boats while the 
girls shopped. Bill used the foredeck of Zwalke as a desk while he stood in the water and 
wrote postcards- much to the puzzlement of passing tourists. 
 
We ghosted out of the Bay past about 50 yachts showing little sign of life and headed North 
East across the Sound towards the entrance to Loch Sunart. We passed south of the big rocks 
(the Stirks i.e. bullocks) and rounded Auliston Point and sailed under barely filling spinnakers 
to the favourite anchorage of Loch na Droma Buidhe between the tidal island of Oronsay 
(most islands of that name are tidal) and the mainland. It is almost perfectly sheltered and 
offers safe anchorage for boats waiting for good weather to round Ardnamurchan.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 



There were one or two other boats in residence when we arrived and as the day was not very 
inviting for shore picnics we rafted up and lunched together tucked in by the normal 
anchorage just inside the entrance. Then out into Loch Sunart again drifting eastwards on a 
rising tide into the grey gloom of a typical west highland day, while the fog horn on 
Ardnamurchan boomed mournfully behind us. It was easy to imagine that there might be truth 
in the old story that in the Great War German submarines had sheltered in the loch we had 
just left, out of sight of all while they recharged their batteries. 
 
The sailing was painfully slow and the lack of exercise and chill mist meant that we were 
quite cold, but we were not bored; from time to time we came across flocks of gulls and terns 
frenetically wallowing in the calm water. They seemed oblivious to us as we ghosted right up 
to them- apparently they were fishing for shoals of small fish, like whitebait milling around a 
few feet down. 
 
As we sailed eastwards on a line for the little island of Rosga the lure of civilisation became 
too much for Zwalke and they diverted north to the little settlement of Glenborrodale, 
ostensibly to phone home but no doubt knowing that there was a pub or two there as well. 
Petra persevered up the Loch and we agreed to rendezvous to the east of Carna where the 
Petra crew had canoed some years before and thought that there was a suitable camp site.  So 
Petra headed well to the south of Rosga to avoid the Ross Rock and then round the north end 
of Carna towards the east kyle - passing a family of porpoises who did not seem to be sure 
where the water ended and the moisture laden air began as they rolled rhythmically through 
the see.  By now it was about 6 o'clock and pretty gloomy and cold and despite the high tide 
there seemed to be rocks all round and strong current. So Petra landed on a steep beach just 
north of the rocky spur running out into the Kyle from the mainland (well seen on the aerial 
photo on page 87 of Lawrence,). Here we pitched the tent and waited for Zwalke to reappear 
through the murk- which she soon did. As her crew revived on warm soup they admitted they 
had chickened out of invading the cocktail bar of the posh hotel in wet boots and oilies. But 
they had made their phone call. 
 
So we ended a short day- barely ten miles sailed- being sociable in the big tent and drinking 
coffee and eating chocolate biscuits wondering whether we would head further up the Loch 
tomorrow or work our way south down the Sound of Mull on our homeward route. We could 
let the weather decide because we did not have to be back to work till after the week end. 
 

 
 
 
 
At Rubha A Mhothair. Force 
6 on the water beyond 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday 29th July 
 
We could not get the forecast because of reception problems on Radio 4 but it looked like 
another yesterday with light winds and low mist as we got away at about 9 30. We toyed with 
the idea of circumnavigating the island of Carna by going round the south end through the 
west kyle but decided against because of the lack of wind. But we had rowed out for hardly 
ten minutes when the wind became perceptible and we were able to take the ebb north and 
west past Carna. By 11 am we cleared Auliston point and headed south down the Sound of 
Mull. The wind freshened enough for us to carry the spinnakers~ which we did for the next 
three hours or so to Loch Aline 15 miles down the sound.  En route we passed a number of 
big yachts- all rather half hearted in their commitment to sailing, and a number of them 
motoring in what became a very pleasant steady Force 4. We coasted south, never more than 
1/4 mile or so from the Morvern shore aiming to reach Loch Aline at about slack water so that 
we could sail into the Loch without problems. It was all perfectly judged and we arrived on 
time off the loch mouth as the wind fell. But we found to our chagrin that we could not beat 
into it against the tide- with the added complication of avoiding the incoming MacBrayne's 
ferry from Fishnish. We were just about to give up and land on the little sandy beach on the 
north side before the entrance below the old pier when a passing yacht hailed us and asked if 
we wanted a tow in. We- swallowed our pride and said yes- to find that it belonged to a Canoe 
Club member, who had not recognised us. So we entered the loch in style towed by Jim 
Mowat in La Marissa. He cast us off and we landed by the usual anchorage for yachts on the 
south west corner in Miodar Bay. This was another canoeist recommended camp site with a 
waterfall to wash in. But it was too cold for that as we ate our lunch in the shelter of a cliff 
watching La Marissa disappear up to the other end of the Loch towards the big house and 
trying not to notice the mineworks on the west side of the Loch- said to contain more then 30 
miles of underground tunnels excavated in the process of extracting the high quality silica 
sand. 
 
By 3 o'clock we felt it was time to be on our way- before the incoming tide got too strong to 
get out again. The wind in the Sound had strengthened to a Force 5 North Westerly by the 
time we were off Ardtornish point and we had a marvellous neck and neck spinnaker run 
down the sound for a few miles. By the time we were off Glas Eilanan things were getting 
rather too exciting and Zwalke very prudently dropped her spinnaker.  Shortly after, Petra's 
spinnaker halyard slipped and thinking that this was a divine omen, she stowed hers too, By 
now the wind had risen further and we were hanging on by the skin of our teeth. The wind 
was screaming from the north but as the sea was still relatively calm and the sun was shining 
out of an almost cloudless sky it took some time to register how fraught the situation was.  
We suddenly realised that not another sail was to be seen - they had all wisely run for shelter.  
Petra managed to down helm and claw round the main point - Rubha an Ridire - into relative 
shelter but Zwalke careered on south on what looked like an exhilarating and terrifying plane. 
Petra watched with admiration tinged with apprehension, feeling that she really would be in a 
fix if they capsized. As Petra turned north of east up Loch Linnhe she flew her protest, flag 
from the shroud and whistled like mad- the agreed signal to Zwalke to wait .Gradually 
Zwalke edged north on a converging course and we exchanged shouts which suggested that 
both crews were terrified and would like to stop (on return we noticed that Lawrence 
particularly mentioned the savage downdraughts off the hills here- but we were wise after the 
event). 
 
We managed to land in pretty hairy conditions on a steep rocky beach west of Rubha a 
Mhothair and pulled the boats up on the rollers. The wind seemed very strong - perhaps force 



7 and looking south the brilliant blue sea turned to black where it got the full force of the 
wind from the sound. So what to do? 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Planing up the Lynn 
of Morvern under 
half mainsail 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



We had a drink of coffee and took stock in the warm sun out of the wind under the very steep 
Morvern shore. It was clear it would be unwise to cross the Loch and camp by Achadun castle 
on Lismore as we had had in mind (retracing a journey Petra had made when 
circumnavigating Lismore a couple of years before). Neither could we stay where we were 
because the beach was very exposed if the wind came into the south, the beach was strewn 
with big boulders which would have made it difficult to get the boats up as the tide rose and 
in any case there was no room to camp. We could not go back or stand still, so we must go 
forward. Cheered by this logic we decided to sail north east up the Morvern coast in the hope 
that we would find a camp site or that the wind would drop and we could cross over to 
Lismore. So we put six reefs, took off our genoas and set off. What a difference- the wind was 
still brisk but we were under control albeit still planing.  In three miles or so we came to what 
looked like a possible landing and camping site at Camas Chronaig ( GR 813 453) and inched 
cautiously ashore, tucking the boats in the southern corner of the bay in the lee of the cliff. 
 
Here we set up camp on very stony grass covered flats by a big burn. Piles of driftwood were 
soon converted into roaring bonfires and we sat and watched the evening sun on Lismore- 
glad to be on terra firma. Peter built a large structure out of driftwood on which were hung all 
our damp clothes and wet suits, looking like some Tibetan prayer mound with assorted rags 
fluttering in the breeze. The girls found a bottle with a message in it- nothing dramatic though 
and they made the most of the bubbling burn to bath in fresh water. After exploring our 
immediate surroundings and confirming the absence of any sign of human settlement-ever we 
went to bed. We had covered something over 30 miles in about 7 hours sailing, with the last 
ten or so in about 1 1/2 hours. All was peaceful now, but we had been more alarmed than we 
cared to admit. 
 

 
 
 

Peter’s prayer mound 
 



Thursday 30th July. 
 
We woke to an absolute flat calm and for the first lime on the holiday the hills were alive with 
the sound of midges. And how- the music was of Wagnerian proportions.  We fled to the 
boats as soon as we could floating them up the burn mouth on the high tide so that they were 
near the tents as we hurled everything in and fled out to sea. Here in a midge free calm we 
packed at leisure and by 10 am were en route for the north end of Lismore. 
 
It was a grey hazy day and rather cold as we inched across Loch Linnhe, deploring the scar on 
the Morvern hillside caused by the quarry. Just north of our camp site at Glensanda. This is 
serviced almost entirely from the sea and thousands of tons of granite are shipped south 
weekly from the deepwater jetty with the workers crossing daily from Benderloch.  We 
wiggled through the islands at Port Ramsay at the north end of Lismore and through the 
narrows of Port Appin. By now it was cold grey and wet and coffee seemed to be called for. 
Petra hailed Zwalke to ask where she wanted to go- Loch Creran had been a possible target 
and the reply came back ' Home', and she meant it. 
 
We landed on Lismore, had our coffee and decided that home did indeed sound attractive. We 
had done what we set out to do and had had a marvellous time but the weather seemed to be 
deteriorating, Petra had explored much of the Lissmore area before and we could be home 
that night if we got moving, so we did. 
 
By now the wind was in the south west force 4 and we had a stiff beat down the east side of 
Lismore- looking at seals on Elean Dubh to port and the old Broch at Tirefour to starboard 
before passing Petras base of two years before at Balnagowan ( a super holiday cottage right 
by the waters edge.). It was cold work into the rain and mist and we landed on the north east 
beach of Eilean na Cloiche for lunch. We soon had the stove going as we brewed lip while 
crew collected mussels on the south beach. Mist was rolling in as we set sail for Oban at 
about 3pm on a compass course.  Petra made all speed because she needed to get to Oban 
before the shops closed to buy light fittings for the trailer and the two boats re united in Oban 
Bay for the last few miles back to our starting point at Gallanach. The wind dropped and the 
flooding tide made hard work as we inched neck and neck down the Sound of Kerrera to 
arrive in a dead heat at 5pm- having sailed some 23 miles that day. 
 
And so ended a memorable trip- some 220 miles in 12 days round Mull, Iona, Staffa, 
Lissmore and Kerrera.  What will it be next year? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Zwalke W 315 
Petra W 7432 
 
 

 
 



Notes on Navigational guides etc 
 

We carried the following maps and charts (so far as possible in both boats); 
 

      Imray Chart C65 
     OS 1:500005heets 47,48 4.9. 

Clyde Cruising Club Directions-Kintyre to Ardnamurchan 
Extracts from the Admiralty West Coast Pilot 
A4 plastic sleeves 
A3 zip up map holder Tidal Atlas 
Handbearing compass (Silva type 4 very good)  
Admiralty Tide Tables 

 
Generally we found the OS map quite adequate- not least because of the larger scale and 
clearer topographical detail. But the chart and the CCC directions were worth having as well- 
especially for some of the rockier approaches(eg to Inchkenneth and Ulva) 
 
The A4 plastic sleeves were very effective for selected photocopies- once sealed with 
waterproof tape. The A3 map holder was pricy and useful but not absolutely waterproof, 
despite being sold as such, and was difficult to dry out. 
 
On our return we found that Martin Lawrence (the editor of the CCC sailing directions) had 
just published his own book- 
 

Crinan to Canna 
The Yachtsman's Pilot to the West Coast of Scotland 

 
This is published by Imray Laurie Norie and Wilson price £12 95, 
It seem- to us to be first class- it contains the essential information in the CCC directions, re-
inforced with admirably clear sketches of anchorages and leading lines, together with many 
helpful and informative photographs, including aerial photos.  On future cruises it will be an 
indispensable companion. 
 
For more general guidebooks the scope is almost unlimited and will be conditioned by the 
cruiser's other interests- on the assumption that he (and she) have such. 
 

Good general guides are 
WF, Murray-Islands of Western Scotland (Methuen) 
The Islands of Scotland Scottish Mountaineering Club) 
The Western Highlands (Scottish Mountaineering Club) 

 
A shorter introduction to each of the main Scottish Islands - "Scottish 
Island Hopping " by Jemima Tindall, published in paperback ) by Sphere 
Books in 1981, 

 
  

 
 
 
 



Notes on Equipment 
Sails. 
Each boat used normal genoa and main plus spinnaker. Zwalke had a jib also. Only 
occasionally did Petra hanker after a smaller foresail- mainly because it hurt to see our good 
genoa spilling wind. The boat was still remarkably sailable when heavily reefed on the main 
with the normal genny. 
 
Reefing 
 
Zwalke had slab and Petra roller reefing on the main only. Both were satisfactory and on the 
one occasion we reefed at sea there was little difference 4 n the time taken to reef. But Zwalke 
blew out her home made leech cringle-so it pays to make sure that they are strong enough 
with adequate reinforcement. 
 
Buoyancy 
 
Both boats of course had current certificates so there was adequate built in buovancy. But we 
thought it desirable to supplement where possible. inflatable rollers were used under the side 
benches- in the hope that they would serve a dual purpose. We did not fit mast head buoyancy 
but probably will do next time ( having been reminded by a few subsequent capsizes how 
tricky a Wayfarer can be to right once she turns turtle and cold fingers have difficulty in 
extracting the centreboard from the slot).We have since wondered whether polythene juice 
bottles tied to each shroud by the spreaders might serve the purpose if we did not feel able to 
alter our best sails to insert a buoyant slab in the approved style. 
 
Rollers 
 
We carried expensive inflatable rollers which proved adequate on sand beaches- though hard 
work.  But they were vulnerable even on small rounded pebbles and were unusable on stones 
and barnacles; even in suitable conditions we did not feel that we could pull loaded boats on 
them.  The acquisition of PVC piping when we were at Iona solved our problems. We won 
lengths of 75mm, thick walled (8mm) pipe which proved ideal for pulling up boats on 
virtually all kinds of beach, whether sandy or stony.  We assume that they would be little use 
on soft mud. On hard sand they rolled and on stones pebbles and soft sand they acted as 
slides.  We used three or four lengths each. When not in use they can easily be stowed in the 
cockpit, under a side bench or up the fo'csle. Sometimes we stowed them on the foredeck 
where they acted as an extra coaming or wave deflector and were easily accessible. They are a 
must for West Coast cruising. 
 
Safety 
 
Red and white flares were carried in easily accessible places. We each had whistles for 
intercommunicating- together with red protest flags to attract each others attention if 
necessary. We carried small transistor radios but had reception difficulties- we should 
probably have taken a larger one powered by U2 or PP9 batteries. 
 
 

Anchors. 
 



Because we planned to bring the boats ashore every night we perhaps did not pay as much 
attention to anchors as we ought to have done. Between us we had fisherman, folding grapnel 
and CQR-each with a couple of fathoms of chain.  And we had many fathoms of light general 
purpose terylene rope which could be used for anchors, washing line or securing boats in 
harbour. 
 
 
Dry Storage 
 
We used a lot of polythene tupperware type containers and a number of BDH black screw top 
stubs Petra as a Mark 2 has no significant stowage space in the fore tank so everything forrard 
was stowed in waterproof tubular canoeing bags - with the under deck area being further 
sealed by insertion of an inflatable roller, fully inflated in situ with a small Lilo pump. This 
was very effective. Zwalke had the advantage of age and a large Mark 1 forehatch. 
 
Water 
 
We each carried about 4 gallons of water, stored in an accessible place just forward of the 
centreboard case.  This gave us welcome freedom to camp where we wanted without being 
tied to a fresh water source. 
 
Camping 
 
We each used Vango Force Ten Tents with cotton inners and nylon flies. They are very good 
in wet, wind, and midges. One was a Mark V and was big enough for four of us to gather in 
for mid night feasts and case conferences. A Scottish camping holiday needs first rate 
equipment. 
 
Clothing 
 
At Sea 
After much discussion we decided to wear wet suits as the norm with long johns and no top as 
intermediate wear. We usually wore wet boots- but some of us think we might have been 
better to wear loose fitting short wellies once afloat. In cold windy or wet conditions we wore 
dinghy suits and hats. Although prolonged wet suit wear has aesthetic disadvantages it does 
allow one to cut down on the amount of conventional clothing brought although more soap is 
probably needed! 
 
Ashore 
We wasted little time in changing into jeans and sweaters as soon as we were ashore. Sun hats 
and shorts may also have a place, but so too do cagoules and wellies. 
 
Food 
 
Chacun a son gout- but we carried enough for all meals for ten days or more, with an 
emphasis on foods which could be cooked in water quickly. We cooked variously on wood 
fires, gaz stoves, a Trangia meths stove and a paraffin Primus; the last (and the first) has the 
advantage of being very cheap to run. We carried Thermoses for hot drinks afloat. 
 
 


